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Resume Writing 2016: Get the Job You Actually Want- An Ultimate Guide on Resume Writing and

Tips to Win You Your Dream JobAlso FREE BONUS Article included by grabbing this book!Unlike

other Resume guides we are sure to go over new information that not everyone knows, what

employers are actually looking for. If you do the same thing as everyone then you will not stand out!

So check out these secrets to land you that interview and furthermore- the job!Today only, get this 

bestseller for just $2.99! We plan on raising the price to 4.99 so get it while it is 40% off!Read on

your PC, Mac, smart phone, tablet or Kindle device.A resume in most cases is the first step to a

career, the first step to a long lasting dream job, or the first step to being thrown in the garbage and

not called in for an interview..... Which outcome do you prefer?Here are only SOME examples of

what we will cover when it comes to perfecting your resume:Resume tips and tricksThe essentials in

landing a jobWhat employers DON'T tell you about when viewing resumesProperly matching the

resume to the job you are applying for!Creating a professional LinkedIn accountSocial media hacks

that will sell your success and accomplishmentsWhat you have been doing in the wrong way that

halts you from getting a jobPersonal website and job search Interview tips and tricksAnd much

more!What are you waiting for? Each day you wait is another day you are sending out resumes that

aren't grabbing the employer's attention like they COULD! Don't Miss out! Click that buy button

today and let's get started!Tags:Resume Writing, How to Write a Resume, Curriculum Vitae, Job

Search, Resume Samples, Resume Templates, How to Write a CV, CV Writing, Resume Writing

Tips, Resume Writing Strategies, Career, Job Seeker, Cover Letter, How to Write a Cover Letter,

Linkedin Profile, How to get a Job, How to get a Career
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This is a Very Awesome Book on How to Get a Job.This is truly a very complete guide on how to

land on your very dream job. Everything that you need to know about how to get the desired job that

you want is already included here. James Curtis is truly amazing by creating this wonderful book

and guide.In this book, James started with the essentials on how to successfully land a new job..

and these essentials are specifically explained in detail throughout the book.He also talks about the

surefire qualities of a job winning resume (which is for me, this chapter is a Gold-Mine that you do

not want to miss it).. He also includes a topic about how to write a 'selling cover letter', why you

should have a Linkedin profile (this is also an amazing topic), why a personal website distinguishes

you from the crowd, about social media (I really like this chapter, and there are great valuable tips

that you can acquire from this chapter), how does volunteering services help you land your new job,

and how to prepare for your first interview.I believe this book is a very complete guide for you to get

on the top and get ahead from the crowd.There are so much great ideas that have been put in to

this book.I highly recommend this book to everyone looking for a job, or those who would like to get

ahead from a crowd, even if you're employed. This book is a Gold-Mine.There are so much things

you can learn from it.With that, I would highly give James Curtis and Resume Writing a Very

Awesome, High, and Amazing 5-Star.

My resume has always been simple ... and dry. I read this book and I realized what was my error in

resume writing. And I understand why many employers did not respond to me.Another one of my

neglect is that I did not consider it necessary to create a LinkedIn profile. But it turns out that this is

a very broad network, and this is another good way to find a job!Now I see how I can correct my

mistakes. Thanks to the author!

I learned a lot of good ideas from this book. A very good reference for all the newbies to corporate



world on how you can establish your own branding and portfolio. This will not be helpful only to

beginners but to all professionals as well in terms of improving how they present their profiles to

various industries and showcase their expertise. Another good input here is the idea on how you

can utilize different platforms such us linked in to enhance your connections for your own benefits.

This book contains a lot of information about content and format of resumes. It starts by

encouraging the reader to find his or her own personal brand, so that it can shine through on the

resume. Then, author discusses the differences between a chronological resume and a functional

resume and provides suggestions about when each type of resume would be helpful. Great

reference book for job hunters. Whatever industry, educational level or experience you have as an

applicant, you will find the most effective way to present your resume with this book.

It is really excellent book. I read it with great interest. I saw so much interesting things than

anywhere. I know how hardly to look for the job. I looked through the social medias resources and I

found one job. I found the job through our local website. So I found thtough thiss book a lot of

interesting proposition not only by resume and by the interview.

I hadn't created a resume for about 12 years, and decided it was time for an update with a recent

job search. I was surprised how many changes there were to simple things like formatting there had

been in this relatively small amount of time. I think the information in this book helped me land my

new job, that I will hopefully retire from.

This book is an incredible help for me. I grinned when I read that there's a few tips and manual for

recently graduate understudies on the best way to make a great Resume. This book won't just help

you additionally support your certainty applying occupations. The book gives a few decent tips, not

just about what to put into a resume, however why one ought to utilize a resume. I highly

recommend this book to those who have recently graduated and are looking for job.

This is the most updated resume writing I ever have. I like it so much and I can use this on my job

application. I'm sharing this to my brother also who needs the updated way of writing a resume. I

love Chapter 8 too of this book. Preparing for interview. I consider every interview a first one but of

course learning from the past. Thanks James Curtis
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